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FINAL GRADE

72/100

Discuss whether animal research typically performed by
psychologists is unethical
GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor
This is an excellent essay, f ocusing on key
dilemmas in this controversial area, and including
some pleasing levels of  analysis and evaluation.
Please see in- text comments and below f or more
detailed f eedback.

Throughout the essay you demonstrate
engagement with the topic, as well as a very
good general understanding of  the issues. While
you make some very valid points in terms of  the
medical application of  the ethical issue, more
f ocus on psychology specif ically would have
strengthened the argument f urther.
Nevertheless, there is an analytical strand that
permeates the discussion, which permits a
balanced presentation of  dif f ering viewpoints. 

There is a good structure to the essay (although
see the in- text comment about more
signposting). The f inal ref lective section goes
into detail, and it is pleasing to note
consideration of  why you were not inf luenced by
the others in your group, as well as how your
opinions became less f irmly held when the topics
became more challenging. 

You use an excellent range of  independently
researched sources in the essay, as well as
some of  the core ones used in the sessions.
These are put to ef f ective use, although there
are some occasions where even more citation
would have been justif ied. 

Your written style is clear, academic and very
academic -  this is a real strength in the essay
and permits a f low to develop. Ref erencing is
also generally excellent, demonstrating attention
to detail. 

If  you would like to discuss this f eedback in more
detail, please contact me to book a tutorial. 

Judith Hebron
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Comment 1
It would be good to include a couple of  example ref erences here to illustrate your point.

Comment 2
It would be good to include a couple of  example ref erences here to illustrate your point.

Comment 3
Another (e.g. ref erence) would be usef ul here to support your claim.

Comment 4
Good signposting, although it would also have been worth saying what you are going to do
f irst.

Comment 5
Page ref erence also needed f or the quote

PAGE 2

Comment 6
Good point, well explained with an element of  evaluation.

Comment 7
No apostrophe needed

Comment 8
Init ials not needed

PAGE 3

Comment 9
No need f or parentheses when included in the main running text

Comment 10
Given the essay tit le, it would have been usef ul to have broad psychological experimentation
more into this section.

Comment 11
Good point

PAGE 4

Comment 12
Although it could be argued that this does not take account of  the animals' lives -  f rom an
animal advocacy perspective.



Comment 13
Very good evaluative paragraph

PAGE 5

Comment 14
Was

Comment 15
Was

Comment 16
- 's

Comment 17
- 's

Comment 18
Others'

PAGE 6

Comment 19
There is an excellent range of  literature here, and you demonstrate that you have research
many of  your sources independently.

Ref erencing has also been done to a very good and consistent level.

Comment 20
There is an excellent range of  literature here, and you demonstrate that you have research
many of  your sources independently.

Ref erencing has also been done to a very good and consistent level.
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RUBRIC: APPROVED GENERIC DESCRIPTORS

KNOWLEDGE

90-100

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

0-29

STRUCTURE

90-100

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

0-29

ANALYSIS

90-100

80-89

70-79

 

60-69

Knowledge and Understanding

Polished grasp of  subject. Astute and authoritative approach to complexity.

Comprehensive and conf ident grasp with strong sense of  subject complexity.

Thorough understanding evident and well applied to question or project.

Secure, general understanding and reasonable application to question or project.

Sound knowledge relevant to the question or project.

Limited knowledge shows basic understanding. Some awareness of  the context of
the question or project.

Faulty understanding of  question or concepts. Irrelevant or mostly absent content.

No understanding of  question or concepts. Irrelevant or absent content.

70-79

Structure, Argument

Ef f ective and integrated over-arching argument or structure, clear, insightf ul
synthesis. Highly creative understanding of  topic.

Ef f ective overall argument with clear and insightf ul connections between claims.
Creative understanding of  topic.

Clear and logical f ocus and direction with valuable connections made between
claims. Good level of  creativity.

Well- f ocused on the question with some clear connections made between claims
and some overall direction. Some creativity.

Addresses the topic with some direction and makes some connections between
claims or dif f erent parts of  artef act/assignment.

Argument is weak and dif f icult to detect. Connections made between statements
limited

Lack of  argument. Faulty connection between statements.

No argument. Many f aulty connection between statements.

70-79

Analysis and Conclusions

Original and searching analysis, crit ical appraisal of  task and judicious conclusions.

Searching analysis with pertinent conclusions drawn.

Insightf ul analysis throughout with appropriate conclusions drawn.



60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

0-29

SOURCES

90-100

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

30-39

0-29

CLARITY

90-100

80-89

70-79

60-69

50-59

40-49

Strong analysis of  salient illustrative examples. Some general conclusions drawn.

Some conclusions drawn based on some reasonable comparisons and examples.

Basic analysis. Remains descriptive, lit t le evaluation or comparison. Few clear
conclusions.

Insuf f icient evaluation or attempt to make comparisons. Conclusions illogical
insuf f icient.

No evaluation or attempt to make comparisons. Conclusions illogical or absent.

70-79

Sources & Evidence Adherence to Ref erencing Conventions, Technical Skills

Extensive and evaluative use of  evidential support f or argument. Flawless
ref erencing or technical skills.

Extensive use of  evidence with some evaluation. Flawless ref erencing or technical
skills.

Clear support of  argument with well selected evidence. Excellent ref erencing or
technical skills.

Draws on relevant independent sources and evidence to support claims.
Consistent and accurate ref erencing or technical skills.

Makes simple use of  evidence f rom recommended sources. Largely consistent
accurate ref erencing. or technical skills.

Relies on superf icial statements with litt le supporting evidence. Limited ref erencing/
adherence to convention or technical skills.

Lack of  evidence or relevant sources. Inadequate ref erencing or technical skills.

No evidence or relevant sources. Inadequate or no ref erencing or technical skills.

70-79

Written/Visual/Oral Style & Clarity

Prof essional and sophisticated with exceptional clarity and coherence. Excellent,
controlled, conf ident delivery, pace, and audience engagement.

Prof essional and f luent with great clarity and coherence. Conf ident delivery, pace
and audience engagement.

Fluent and accurate with great clarity and coherence. Mostly conf ident delivery,
pace and audience engagement.

Clear and coherent. Good delivery, pace and audience engagement

Some lapses of  clarity. Some expression is inef f ective. Satisf actory delivery, pace
and audience engagement

Adequate, but awkward expression throughout with litt le clarity. Poor delivery, pace



30-39

0-29

and audience engagement

Inadequate and unclear presentation. Impaired communication. Error-strewn.

Grossly inadequate and unclear presentation. Severely impaired communication.
Error-strewn.
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